BASIC LEGAL FRAMEWORK

CREATE A
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OFFER

FIND THE
MONEY

EXECUTE

•Asset protection is vital in any property portfolio and can be achieved with the use of trusts and companies in preventing creditors
from attaching assets intended for your beneficiaries.
•Tax liability is an important consideration, both in the short-term as well as in the long-term, including death. The use of trusts and
companies must be reviewed and balanced over time to achieve tax efficiency.
•Procuring financing may also be facilitated by signing as a surety on behalf of any trust or company as well as building an
enterprise, in the long-term, capable of procuring financing itself.

•Suspensive conditions are essential in managing the sale and your risk. Key conditions include the procuring of financing or a
favourable inspection report (e.g. from Gauteng Property Inspections) or other form of due diligence, to name but a few.
•Other terms such as the date of occupation and the condition of the property should be utilised to extract as much benefit from
the sale as is necessary.

•Bank loans (e.g. from Absa Bank or through Finvice) remains the conventional means of financing.
•Private loans are useful in supplementing the bank loan or funding any improvements, but must be properly contracted.
•Joint ventures allow two or more parties to participate in the deal in any proportionate share, and may include a loan component.
Seller finance is becoming popular and generally takes two forms, an instalment sale agreement or a seller loan. Although this can
be achieved through an offer to purchase, a number of important formalities and practices must be factored in.
•Back-to-back sales are a useful means of completing a deal with less reliance on external funding.

•In the process of executing any of these steps, understand your risk exposure and how to manage it. Always endeavour to use
your own attorney in these steps and in the transfer process, for this very reason.
•Avoid the trap of failing to contract. Some of the greatest ventures are with those you trust, but even the most loyal of partners
disagree from time to time. Setup a proper legal framework that sets out the key parameters or risk detrimental disputes.
•Use your power team members in conjunction, as the collaboration on a task often renders better results. The team is there to
support you.
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What do Clients Think?
“Bruno Simão Attorneys is more than just a law firm, but a trusted advisor and confidant upon whom you can
depend and rely every step of the way”

We at Bruno Simão Attorneys identify ourselves, first and foremost, as specialists in ‘problem-solving’,
vastly experienced in the following fields of law:


Real Estate & Property



Law:

Commercial Law,



including:

Dispute Resolution:



Specialised Real Estate



Contract and Tax Law



Conveyancing and



Company and Trust

Notarizing

Litigation and Alternative


Specialised Dispute
Resolution

Structures



Specialised Debt Recovery

We also offer our clients non-legal property support and services so that their end-to-end property needs
are catered for all under one roof:


Property Brokering



Investment Financing



Auctioning



Other Professional Services

Bruno Simão Attorneys is a dynamic law firm renowned for its ability to solve any manner of problem that its
clients may encounter in not only their diverse business ventures but their personal lives too.
With a collective total of more than 20 years of diverse legal expertise and knowledge, unsurpassed logic and
intuition, as well as vast resources, we at Bruno Simão Attorneys pride ourselves in providing our clients with the
best possible solution to any problem posed to us.
Consequently, one of our core ideologies is to truly know our clients, which entails identifying with each
personally and developing a relationship that transcends a mere professional one. It is this principle that gives us
confidence in our ability to provide you, our client, with a service that will not only resolve your particular problem
but that will truly safeguard your best interests.
Our mission is to provide you with unrivalled and innovative legal counsel by implementing practical
solutions that cater for your particular needs.
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